ACTIVATING
CUSTOMER ATTRACTION
with your dudaone dynamic design site
designed by thecamel.co

Sensational brand spanking new

Well you have your
DudaOne Dynamic Content Sitelooking great on present and future customers.

Desktop

Tablet

Mobile

Congratulations you have made the first step in Customer Attraction.
But it doesn’t end with one step, using DudaOne as your platform, there is
three or the Trilogy. So in the next few pages we will explain Insites and
Three Step Social and how we use the whole DudaOne together to begin...

Activating Customer Attraction

Insites

You heard about or read about the DudaOne feature "Insite" or as we describe them Headlines
when you were first introduced to your DudaOne Site. Insite is an exclusive feature of DudaOne
that makes sure that you can offer news that we changes often.

1
FIRST TIME

LOCAL or DISTANT

REGULAR

SPECIAL OFFERS

Insites are changed for First time visitors, local or distant visitors, returning or regular
customers, customers looking for a bargain or special offers, all have different needs from
each other.
Insites gives you the opportunity to “Target Insites” to those individual needs, to totally
customize the “Call to Action” with your DudaOne site you have attracted New or
repeat customers.
Insites are the next step to attract them, call them to action to Buy, Book, Fix, Sleep,
whatever service or product you offer, now is the chance to make it super attractive and use
insites to achieve that.

Insite / Headlines are flexible
Using the IP address of the searcher, device type, geo-location as the
identifier, Insites can be programmed to display promotions or change site
Information sequence. This can be done during initial site build or updated at any
time to match.

IP ADDRESS

In simple terms? The Insite can be adjusted so only some people see such as first
time visitors, repeat customers. It could be to those close by, it can be on desktop
and tablet and not mobile or just mobile. It can be only at lunchtime or at 5pm for
happy hours and then disappear for the rest of the day.
So that’s the Techy Speak behind it now let’s look how we activate
insites for Customer Attraction.

What are some of the ways we can design insites?

Special Promotions: Returning Customer:

Sales, Discounts, Vouchers

Visitors Nearby:

Location, Call us, Special Offers

Time of Day:

Happy Hours, Lunch/Dinner Specials,
Early Bird Offers

Welcome Back, Special Events/Offers,
Discounts

First Time Visitor:

House Specials, Menu, Specialties,
Gallery, Reviews, Location

Holidays and Special Events:

Valentines, Christmas, Halloween
Specials and Events

Check out our sample INSITES and
what it looks like on each device!

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram I don’t think you could stand in a crowd of
people and find many that have not heard of these let alone have an account.

In fact 55% of the Population of most
Major Countries have Social Media
accounts.

A staggering 25% of those check one
or more of those sites every single
day, the stats for under 25’s is scarier
than that.

The other key point of Social Media? You cannot treat it like your personal page,
there is a system you need to follow and it works. Why a system? Well Facebook
in particular has a very sophisticated Algorithm (A Sexy Word for Mathematical
Computation) that decides who sees all the posts that you’re making. Just
because your page has a zillion likes doesn’ tmean that every one of them will
see what you post.

Now, if you go crazy and place a post after post of how good your business is, promoting
only your website and your super offerings, that algorithm is going to say, "Not sharing
that" and only two people with their pet dog will see the post. If you place a selfie after
selfie of you and your happy customers Facebook sooner than later will get wise and
decide not to share it with all your adoring fans.
But it’s not just Facebook’s Algorithm that’s makes the choice, we also have the human
factor. Yes, your Super Fans get sick of the same old repetitive stuff and they will also
switch off from you, and the less they click like the more the old nasty Algorithm will
learn and share even less.
So what is the key you have to put in place in this section of ActivatingCustomer
Attraction?

Yes we need to make sure that what your post on the Business
Facebook page is

30/60/10

30%

Posts with
Content owned
by you

60%

Posts with
Content created
by you

10%

Promotional
Content

Now if you go to your page and have a look now I thinking it might be 50% 45% 5%.
That’s 50% selfies, 45% pictures with quotes or fluffy cuddly puppies with quotes and
5% on actual offers of services or products. Or it could be the worst which is 10% Selfies
and 90% Promotions!

SALE
50% OFF

Now before I get to describing how these posts should look, let me quickly cover
a couple of other minor but major points.

1
2
3
4
5

Make sure your Business Page is linked to a Twitter Account so that
whatever you post on Facebook immediately gets posted on Twitter, you
can do that in the settings of Twitter and FB.
Make sure you have a sexy high quality Banner on your Face Book Page
and the Profile Button. Out of Focus, Blurred, not cropped is a big no no
as its not creating a great first impression.
Make sure all the details, the about us are all up-to-date including
website and email.
Make sure you do a daily check on what people post on your time line as
some “Nasty Stuff” might not make it on your page but will be sitting on
the side somewhere saying nasty stuff about you.
Make sure you promote not just your website at your Business (You do
don’t you?) but also make sure your customers know that they can, “Find
us on Facebook”

Ok that takes care of housekeeping, now let’s get down to how we post to
activate and keep that customer attraction.

So let’s look at the first 30% which is content owned by you,
so what is classed as owned by you?
Well that’s anything that is YOURS, you own it, you created it so it could be
YOUR Pictures, YOUR Blog, YOUR Videos, and YOU’RE Quotes. Why 30%? Well
imagine if you’re at a Dinner party and the whole night you show friends and
strangers Photographs of You, you talk about you sooner or later you will be
sitting just with you! The other problem? You may not have much to talk
about at all and the only picture you have is your driver’slicense!
What does that 30% content look like? Well keeping it simple it’s your
Brag/Showoff Posts.

THE CAMEL PORTFOLIO

THE CAMEL BLOG

The Camel Personal Pictures

So that 30% of posting is for you to show off your products, your
Company and even yourself.

Now let’s look at the next one which at 60% of posts is the one you have to
do a little bit of work on as you will have to do some daily searching, some
book marking you need to find things that will be of interest to your
customers that have decided to friend your page. So let’s look at a couple
of posts from Facebook Pages that fall into this 60% of Created Posts.
First Qiara, Qiara is a Product that has
nursing mothers as their main
customers. Qiara is a Probioticand most
of the Likes on their page would be
mothers who have new born or young
toddlers and are super supportive of
breastfeeding.
The Curated Posts those Mums want to
see?
Informative
stuff
about
Breastfeeding.

So in three posts, we see all relate to breastfeeding, all are
informative and each one is posted with a comment
that encourages conversations and interaction, not a
great long monologue in some cases it’s just a single line.

Let’s take a look at another. The page belongs to
VisibleChanges, a Beauty Spa that has a myriad of
services from Eyebrow Tinting, to Waxing, to
Blackhead and Pimple removal yes and even Brazilians.
So what are some of their Created Posts?

Yet again, Created Posts relate to the product or service you market, and
are insites with a simple one liner or sentence that encourages feedback.

So what about your Business, what created posts would be good for you?
News Clips, Informative Pieces, Latest Business Trends and where do find them?
Google. Yes on a daily basis just type in what you like to read and post you will find
acres and acres of information just waiting to be shared with the world. Oh I forgot
one thing, another great Created Post?
Feel Good Posts.

Last but Not Least? The Key to Created Content and Why it’sImportant? Because
it allows you to engage your community, your customers, your likes to engage in a
topic that is important about the product or service they are looking for that you
offer.

What’s next? Promotional Posts and remember its only 10% and why
10% I mean isn’t the point of all this Social Media work to promote
your wares, to get people all excited about your business and buy or
book?
Well not really, LOL. Your likes and followers don’t log in looking for
deals what they are looking for is information, simply speaking too
much selling on Social Media Business pages is a turn off.
So let’s look at how we promote but in a subtle manner with the
occasional heavy hitter.
You can post the insite you have just launched on your site.

CAMEL MAY INISTE

VISIBLE CHANGES MAY INSITE

QIARA NEWS AND UPDATES

These would be classed as outright promotion as you’re getting
straight to the point with what you’re offering, so how can we post
in subtle manner? We can use an Informative post like the ones we
showed earlier but we simple add the line.
We can do that for you, we are the experts, Why Not make a
Booking, Available here, Our Specialty and then close the sentence
with your website address, email or contact number.

Let’s look at a few examples of being promotionally subtle!

So as you can see it’s not a direct in your face Promotional, “Crazy Sale, Buy it Now”
post your taking something informative or entertaining and fun and adding a “Buy” line
your such as your website or contact details.
How many posts? We recommend 3 a day and that makes one of each style. You’re not
limited but if you’re posting every 5 minutesit’s not really effective, the secret is to
Targeted, Informative, Entertaining.
It’s a little bit of work but its fun and it will help towards Activating the Customer
Attraction you’re looking for.

SUMMARY

Is this social media and promotional hard work need?
You might be thinking and your most likely had some SPAM emails telling that
you spend $199 on SEO a month with some group in a strange country they
will get your business on the front page of Google and that’s all you need,
fame and fortune will be yours, no need for any hard work.
Is that possible? Yes but it will cost you a lot more than $199 as it requires
hours and hours of work not to only get you on front page but with Google
changing by the millisecond it also take the same amount of work to keep
you there.
Would it be enough to have customers streaming through door or placing
orders over the phone or by email? Well stranger things have happened but
it does require a lot more than just that.
Other things you need to do? Again make sure everybody knows your
DudaOne Site www. Address, tell them to keep an eye open for new insites
each month. Make sure you have that www.addressdisplayed at your
business and don’t forget to tell customers to like you on Face Book as your
always updating it.

When we set your DudaOne site live we have already put you or updated
your details on all popular directories, but you may know of some that are
local to you or specific for your business so make sure you are in those as
well.
So with Dynamic Content site looking fine, insite promotions each month,
Social Media work, directory listing you know what you will have
achieved?

Customer Attraction and that’s what it’s all about.
Wish you all the best
Big Hugs form TheCamel.co Crew

THANK YOU!

